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In the eighth book, a big storm is coming to Treetopolis! When the
storm hits, Eva tries to help a lost pony. But it's so rainy and windy that
she gets caught in the storm, too! Will Eva be brave and wise and kind
enough to save the day?
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen Kingsbury comes a
“heart tugging and emotional” story in the Baxter Family collection
that will “touch readers deeply” (RT Book Reviews) featuring two
people who lost their parents in the same national tragedy—two people
desperate to find each other and the connection they shared for a
single day…that changed everything. Brady Bradshaw was a child
when the Oklahoma City bombing killed his mother. Every year, Brady
visits the memorial site on the anniversary to remember her. Eleven
years ago on that day, he met Jenna Phillips, who was also a child
when her parents were killed in the attack. Brady and Jenna shared a
deep heart connection and a single beautiful day together at the
memorial. But after that, Brady never saw Jenna again. Every year
when he returns, he leaves a note for her in hopes that he might find
her again. This year, Ashley Baxter Blake and her sister Kari Baxter
Taylor and their families take a spring break trip that includes a visit to
the site to see the memorial’s famous Survivor Tree. While there,
Ashley spots a young man, alone and troubled. That man is Brady
Bradshaw. A chance moment leads Ashley to help Brady find Jenna, the
girl he can’t forget. Ashley’s family is skeptical, but she pushes them to
support her efforts to find the girl and bring them together. But will it
work? Will her husband, Landon, understand her intentions? And is a
shared heartache enough reason to fall in love? With To The Moon and
Back “Kingsbury skillfully weaves a tale of divine love” (Publishers
Weekly, starred review) in an unlikely love story about healing,
redemption, hope, and the belief that sometimes a new tomorrow can
grow from the ashes of a shattered yesterday. “Kingsbury writes with
seemingly effortless poetic elegance, capturing the tender, intimate
moments of daily family life as well as heart-wrenching flashbacks to
fatal tragedy. A moving story of survival, of faith, and of beauty from
the ashes” (Booklist).
Explore the Book is not a commentary with verse-by-verse annotations.
Neither is it just a series of analyses and outlines. Rather, it is a
complete Bible survey course. No one can finish this series of studies
and remain unchanged. The reader will receive lifelong benefit and be
enriched by these practical and understandable studies. Exposition,
commentary, and practical application of the meaning and message of
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the Bible will be found throughout this giant volume. Bible students
without any background in Bible study will find this book of immense
help as will those who have spent much time studying the Scriptures,
including pastors and teachers. Explore the Book is the result and
culmination of a lifetime of dedicated Bible study and exposition on the
part of Dr. Baxter. It shows throughout a deep awareness and
appreciation of the grand themes of the gospel, as found from the
opening book of the Bible through Revelation.
Eva Wingdale has a hurt wing, in this New York Times bestselling early
chapter book series just-right for newly independent readers. Pick a
book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter
book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-toread text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on
every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina.
Branches books help readers grow! Oh no! Eva has hurt her wing in a
game of wingball. She visits the hospital and needs to wear a sling for
a week. But the problem is, now she can't write in her diary! Luckily
her friends and family are ready to step in and lend a helping wing.
With speech bubbles, easy-to-read text, and adorable characters, this
New York Times bestselling series is perfect for newly independent
readers!
It's Eva Wingdale's time to shine, in this New York Times bestselling
early chapter book series just-right for emerging readers! Pick a book.
Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book
line Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read
text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every
page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches
books help readers grow! Treetop Owlementary is putting on a play!
Eva and her friends can't wait to try out for parts, learn their lines, and
build the sets! But when Sue gets cast in the starring role, Eva worries
she won't have a chance to shine. Will Eva have her moment in the
spotlight, too?
Eva's Big Sleepover: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #9)
Warm Hearts Day: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #5)
The Unicorn Poop Joke Book
Eva and the Lost Pony
Eva wants to be friends with Hailey, the new owl in her class, but when Hailey seems to
prefer Lucy's company, Eva starts to feel left out, and even a little jealous of her best
friend.
A young girl spends a radiant summer day at the beach in this updated classic from the
author of Apples and Pumpkins. Sun...sand...the bright blue ocean! There is so much for
a young girl to do on a visit to the beach: sand castles to build, seashells to gather,
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sandpipers to run with, and a picnic lunch to enjoy. This updated edition of a perennial
summertime favorite includes new jacket art from Lizzy Rockwell and refreshed interior
art and design.
Eva Wingdale is getting a new pet, in this bestselling early chapter book series just-right
for emerging readers! Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text,
high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow! Eva can't wait
to get a new pet! But she can't decide what kind of pet to get. Her pet needs to be cute,
cuddly, friendly... and, of course, get along with her bat, Baxter. Eva's friend Lucy has a
great idea: They will pet-sit for all their friends to find out which animal is right for Eva!
Chaos breaks out as they look after a bumblebee, a tortoise, a goldfish, and more. Will
Baxter be able to help Eva discover which pet is just-right for their family? Rebecca
Elliott's sweet text and full-color artwork on every page bring this story to life for young
readers!
This owl-dorable collection includes the first four books in this bestselling series: Owl
Diaries #1: Eva's Treetop Festival Owl Diaries #2: Eva Sees a Ghost Owl Diaries #3: A
Woodland Wedding Owl Diaries #4: Eva and the New Owl
The long-awaited magnum opus from Haruki Murakami, in which this revered and
bestselling author gives us his hypnotically addictive, mind-bending ode to George
Orwell's 1984. The year is 1984. Aomame is riding in a taxi on the expressway, in a hurry
to carry out an assignment. Her work is not the kind that can be discussed in public.
When they get tied up in traffic, the taxi driver suggests a bizarre 'proposal' to her.
Having no other choice she agrees, but as a result of her actions she starts to feel as
though she is gradually becoming detached from the real world. She has been on a top
secret mission, and her next job leads her to encounter the superhuman founder of a
religious cult. Meanwhile, Tengo is leading a nondescript life but wishes to become a
writer. He inadvertently becomes involved in a strange disturbance that develops over a
literary prize. While Aomame and Tengo impact on each other in various ways, at times
by accident and at times intentionally, they come closer and closer to meeting. Eventually
the two of them notice that they are indispensable to each other. Is it possible for them to
ever meet in the real world?
Baxter Is Missing
Richard Baxter's Puritan Ecclesiology in Its Seventeenth-Century Context
The Wildwood Bakery
1Q84
Get Well, Eva: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #16)
The Long War by Terry Pratchett and Stephen Baxter follows the adventures and travails
of heroes Joshua Valiente and Lobsang in an exciting continuation of the extraordinary
science fiction journey begun in their New York Times bestseller The Long Earth. A
generation after the events of The Long Earth, humankind has spread across the new
worlds opened up by “stepping.” A new “America”—Valhalla—is emerging more than a
million steps from Datum—our Earth. Thanks to a bountiful environment, the Valhallan
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society mirrors the core values and behaviors of colonial America. And Valhalla is
growing restless under the controlling long arm of the Datum government. Soon Joshua,
now a married man, is summoned by Lobsang to deal with a building crisis that threatens
to plunge the Long Earth into a war unlike any humankind has waged before.
Stephen Baxter's highly acclaimed first novel and the beginning of his stunning Xeelee
Sequence finally enters the SF Masterwork series! A spaceship from Earth accidentally
crossed through a hole in space-time to a universe where the force of gravity is one
billion times as strong as the gravity we know. Somehow the crew survived, aided by the
fact that they emerged into a cloud of gas surrounding a black hole, which provided a
breathable atmosphere. Five hundred years later, their descendants still struggle for
existence, divided into two main groups. The Miners live on the Belt, a ramshackle ring
of dwellings orbiting the core of a dead star, which they excavate for raw materials.
These can be traded for food from the Raft, a structure built from the wreckage of the
ship, on which a small group of scientists preserve the ancient knowledge which makes
survival possible. Rees is a Miner whose curiosity about his world makes him stow away
on a flying tree - just one of the many strange local lifeforms - carrying trade between the
Belt and the Raft. And what he finds will change his world...
In the eighth installment of this New York Times bestselling series a big storm is coming
to Treetopolis! Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text,
high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow! In the eighth
book in this New York Times bestselling series, a big storm is coming to Treetopolis!
Eva and her classmates are also getting ready to take their very important Owl Oath -- a
promise to protect the other animals in the forest by being brave and wise and kind. Eva
needs to come up with a project that proves she is ready to take the oath. When the storm
hits, Eva tries to help a lost pony. But it's so rainy and windy that she gets caught in the
storm, too! Will Eva be brave and wise and kind enough to save the day?
Baxter is Missing: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #6)Scholastic Inc.
Is there a ghost in Treetopolis? Eva sure thinks so!
To the Moon and Back
Chain Event Graphs
Owl Diaries Collection (Books 1-4)
Eva and the New Owl
Raft
In the fifth installment of this New York Times bestselling series it's Warm Hearts Day in
Treetopolis! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter
book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, highinterest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost
reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!In book #5, it's
almost Warm Hearts Day! Everyone is busy making gifts for their loved ones. Eva
LOVES crafting, so she creates all sorts of fun gifts and treats for her friends. She is
excited to give out her homemade gifts at the big party at the Old Oak Tree. But then Eva
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realizes she forgot to make gifts for her family! Will she be able to make the gifts in time?
Eerie Elementary is one scary school!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter
book line called Branches, which is aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-toread text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these
books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!In
this first book in the series, Sam Graves discovers that his elementary school is ALIVE!
Sam finds this out on his first day as the school hall monitor. Sam must defend himself
and his fellow students against the evil school! Is Sam up to the challenge? He'll find out
soon enough: the class play is just around the corner. Sam teams up with friends Lucy
and Antonio to stop this scary school before it's too late!
Bub, everyone's favorite pug, and his human, Bella, are back in their fourth Branches
chapter book! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text,
high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!Bub's human,
Bella, is putting on a pet talent show! Bub can't wait to wow the audience with his
skateboarding stunts, not to mention his snazzy costume. But when dress rehearsal
doesn't go as planned, Bub finds that it's up to him -- and his archenemy Duchess the cat
-- to make things right. Can he and Duchess work together to make sure the show goes
on?With full-color artwork throughout, this funny and charming diary-format early
chapter book is perfect for anyone who believes a furry pal is the best kind of friend.
There's a new owl in Eva's class. Will Eva make a new friend?
It's almost Eva's birthday, and she can't wait for her super-special sleepover. But one of
her friends, Sue, doesn't seem to want to come. It won't be right without her there! Does
Sue really not want to come? Or could she be having first-sleepover jitters?
Eva in the Spotlight: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #13)
Baxter is Missing: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #6)
A Woodland Wedding: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #3)
Eva's New Pet: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #15)
The Wildwood Bakery: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #7)
It's almost Eva's birthday, and she is planning a FLAPTASTIC sleepover, in the ninth
installment of this New York Times bestselling series! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!
This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line Branches, aimed at newly
independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and
illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina.
Branches books help readers grow! It's almost Eva's birthday, and she can't wait for
her super-special sleepover. But one of her friends, Sue, doesn't seem to want to come.
It won't be right without her there! Does Sue really not want to come? Or could she be
having first-sleepover jitters? Eva will need to help Sue tackle her fear in time for the
big party!
Warm Hearts Day is approaching and Eva has been making lots of fun gifts and treats
for her friends, but as the big party at the Old Oak Tree nears, she realizes that she has
neglected to make any gifts for her family.
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This full-colour, highly illustrated diary series is perfect for young readers who love
friendship stories starring animal characters! Eva's teacher, Miss Featherbottom, is
getting married. All of her students have been invited to the wedding. And Eva starts a
Secret Wedding Planners Club! But before Miss Featherbottom walks down the aisle,
her necklace goes missing. Eva wants to help! She quickly turns her Wedding Planners
Club into a Detectives Club. Can Eva track down the missing necklace before Miss
Featherbottom's wedding is ruined?
Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line
Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest
content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading
confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow! Eva's friend Macy has a
little sister who can't fly on her own. So Eva's class decides to raise money to buy her a
super-cool flying chair! Half of the class opens a bakery to raise the money. The other
half opens a candy store. Soon the owls are competing to see whose shop can make the
most money. But they will all need to work together to raise enough money for the
special chair. Can Eva get everyone to work as a team?
Eva owlsits for baby Mo, and it's a disaster!
A Novel
My Side of the Mountain
Eva Sees a Ghost: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #2)
Eva's Treetop Festival: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #1)
Eva and Baby Mo
Everybunny knows that a little bit of luck can turn an ordinary
day into an adventure! Welcome to Bright Burrow, home to the six
hoppiest, floppiest, pluckiest, luckiest bunnies around. SOME
BUNNIES HAVE ALL THE LUCK!Bounce-a-Lot Festival Day is the
hoppiest day of the year! Sky has been practicing her
springiest, fizziest moves so she can be one of the star
bouncers. But when she isn't chosen, the funniest bunny in
Bright Burrow wilts like a carrot in the sun. Can the other
bunnies show Sky there is more than one way to let her plucky
spirit shine?
This adorable early chapter book series is perfect for young
girls who love friendship stories starring animal
characters!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter
book line called Branches, which is aimed at newly independent
readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fastpaced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help
readers grow!Eva Wingdale gets in over her head when she offers
to organize a spring festival at school. Even with her best
friend Lucy's help, there is NO way she will get everything done
in time. Will Eva have to ask Sue (a.k.a. Meanie McMeanerson)
for help? Or will the festival have to be cancelled? This book
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is written as Eva's diary -- with Rebecca Elliott's owl-dorable
full-color illustrations throughout!
Written by some major contributors to the development of this
class of graphical models, Chain Event Graphs introduces a
viable and straightforward new tool for statistical inference,
model selection and learning techniques. The book extends
established technologies used in the study of discrete Bayesian
Networks so that they apply in a much more general setting As
the first book on Chain Event Graphs, this monograph is expected
to become a landmark work on the use of event trees and coloured
probability trees in statistics, and to lead to the increased
use of such tree models to describe hypotheses about how events
might unfold. Features: introduces a new and exciting discrete
graphical model based on an event tree focusses on illustrating
inferential techniques, making its methodology accessible to a
very broad audience and, most importantly, to practitioners
illustrated by a wide range of examples, encompassing important
present and future applications includes exercises to test
comprehension and can easily be used as a course book introduces
relevant software packages Rodrigo A. Collazo is a
methodological and computational statistician based at the Naval
Systems Analysis Centre (CASNAV) in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Christiane Görgen is a mathematical statistician at the Max
Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences, Leipzig,
Germany. Jim Q. Smith is a professor of statistics at the
University of Warwick, UK. He has published widely in the field
of statistics, AI, and decision analysis and has written two
other books, most recently Bayesian Decision Analysis:
Principles and Practice (Cambridge University Press 2010).
This owl-dorable collection includes the first five books in
this bestselling series: Owl Diaries #1: Eva's Treetop Festival
Owl Diaries #2: Eva Sees a Ghost Owl Diaries #3: A Woodland
Wedding Owl Diaries #4: Eva and the New Owl Owl Diaries #5: Warm
Hearts Day
This contextualised study illuminates the oft-misunderstood
aspects of Richard Baxter's ecclesiology: purity, unity, and
liberty. In doing so, it sheds further light on the nature of
seventeenth-century English Puritanism, and the quest for the
true church and the corresponding conflicts between the Laudians
and Puritans.
Eva's Treetop Festival
Sky's Surprise (Lucky Bunnies #1)
At the Beach
with audio recording
Avenging Adam
Eva's friend Macy has a sister who can't fly. Eva's class decides to raise money to
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buy her a flying chair! Half of the class opens a bakery to raise the money. The other
half opens a candy store. Soon they are competing to see whose shop makes the
most money. Can they work together as a team?
Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book
line, Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, highinterest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!In book 6,
a famous author is coming to Treetopolis! Eva and her classmates each have to write
a story to share with the author. Eva's excited! But then something terrible happens:
Her pet bat, Baxter, goes missing! Eva can't think of anything to write about -except how much she misses Baxter! With help from her friends, Eva looks
everywhere for Baxter. She even hangs up MISSING posters! Where could Baxter
be? And will Eva finish her story in time for the author's visit?
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream of escape to the forest."—The
New York Times Book Review Sam Gribley is terribly unhappy living in New York
City with his family, so he runs away to the Catskill Mountains to live in the
woods—all by himself. With only a penknife, a ball of cord, forty dollars, and some flint
and steel, he intends to survive on his own. Sam learns about courage, danger, and
independence during his year in the wilderness, a year that changes his life forever.
“An extraordinary book . . . It will be read year after year.” —The Horn Book
In the next installment of this New York Times bestselling series, Eva owlsits for
baby Mo and it's a disaster! Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of
Scholastic's early chapter book line Branches, aimed at newly independent readers.
With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on
every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books
help readers grow! In the 10th book of this New York Times bestselling series, Eva
is excited to babysit her little brother, Mo. She and her friends prepare bug candy
snacks, a puppet show, and a song to sing him to sleep. They are ready for
ANYTHING! But soon, Eva discovers that taking care of a little baby is a BIG job.
Can she put baby Mo to sleep before Mom and Dad get home?
A famous author is coming to Treetopolis! Eva and her classmates each have to write
a story to share with the author. Eva's excited! But then something terrible happens:
Her pet bat, Baxter, goes missing! Eva can't think of anything to write about -In Pursuit of Purity, Unity, and Liberty
Eva's Big Sleepover
Eva and the Lost Pony: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #8)
Eva and Baby Mo: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #10)
The School is Alive!: A Branches Book (Eerie Elementary #1)

While hiking in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, FBI
Special Agent Kendra Dean and her K9 partner, Baxter,
stumble upon a dead body stashed in the woods. Their
discovery changes both of their lives forever.Special Agent
Rick Sanchez hunts a serial murderer who is targeting women
on a multi-state killing spree. The most recent victim is found
by Kendra Dean, a woman Rick met on a joint mission six
months ago. Rick and Kendra shared a tempting chemistry but
time and miles made their spark a distant memory.Now, thrust
together to solve a deadly case, Rick and Kendra rekindle their
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attraction only to find their personal demons are even greater
obstacles than their geography. Kendra has a hard time seeing
around the chip she carries on her shoulder as she works to
prove herself in a man's world. Rick harbors a debilitating guilt
over a past failure that holds his heart prisoner. He's terrified
to love again.When the serial killer sets his sights on Kendra,
she and Rick are forced to deal with their issues. Will they be
able to admit their feelings and embrace their growing
intimacy before it's too late?
Having a Bloomtastic Festival at school to celebrate spring is a
great idea--but Eva Wingdale, a young owl, discovers that it is
also a lot of work, and there is nothing wrong with asking her
friends for help.
Super Rabbit Boy is in big trouble. He's been kidnapped by
Queen Spooky and her ghost troop! Without Super Rabbit Boy,
Animal Town is scared. So meanie King Viking creates RoboRabbit Boy to help. Robo-Rabbit Boy is fast like Super Rabbit
Boy and strong like Super Rabbit Boy, but is he a hero?
It's summertime and Eva Wingdale is going to the beach, in
this New York Times bestselling early chapter book series justright for emerging readers! Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This
series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches,
aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text,
high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on
every page, these books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow! Eva is visiting the
beach with her best friend Lucy! They can't wait to build
sandcastles and make seashell necklaces. But Eva is secretly
afraid to go swimming because of the big fish -- like sharks! -that live in the sea. After Eva hears the "Legend of the
Mermowls" and spots her classmate Sue in the water, the sea
doesn't seem so scary. Will Eva face her fears and maybe find
some magic at the beach, too? Rebecca Elliott's sweet text and
full-color artwork on every page bring this story to life for
young readers!
What do you call a unicorn with no horn? Completely pointless!
This wacky book is packed to bursting with over 150 hilarious,
kid-friendly jokes about wizards, mermaids and magical
creatures... not to mention zany zoos, funny fairy tales, and
enchanted unicorn poop! The cheeky, irreverent tone, and
chucklesome full-color illustrations will have you laughing your
socks off. Ideal for children aged 6+.
Eva at the Beach: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #14)
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Owl Diaries Collection (Books 1-5)
Warm Hearts Day
Eva and the New Owl: A Branches Book (Owl Diaries #4)
Pug's Got Talent: A Branches Book (Diary of a Pug #4)
Eva's teacher is getting married--and the whole class is invited to the
wedding!
Baxter's Explore the Book
Eva's Campfire Adventure
A Woodland Wedding
The Long War
A Branches Book
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